Verification methods according to AS/NZS 61439.1:2016

ITEM NO. 12 – ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC)
In accordance with AS/NZS 61439.1:2016, Clauses 10.12, J.9.4 & J.10.12
According to J.9.4 for the majority of ASSEMBLIES applications falling within the scope of this standard,
two sets of environmental conditions are considered and are referred to as:
1) Environment A and 2) Environment B.
Both environments are covered by the generic EMC standards IEC 61000-6-1 and IEC 61000-3.
Environment A:
The environments encompassed are industrial, both indoor and outdoor.
As examples: Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) apparatus; heavy inductive or capacitive loads
are frequently switched; currents and associated magnetic fields are high.
Environment B:
The environments encompassed
are residential, commercial and
light-industrial locations, both
indoor and outdoor. Locations
which are characterised by being
supplied directly at low voltage
from the public mains network
are considered to be residential,
commercial or light-industrial.
As examples: Residential
properties, houses, apartments,
retail outlets, shops, supermarkets,
business premises, offices, banks,
areas of public entertainment,
light-industrial locations.
BE Switchcraft builds switchboards suitable for environmental conditions B, which no EMC immunity
or emission test are required on final ASSEMBLIES. In all other cases or if environment conditions
change, the EMC requirements are to be verified by test as per J.10.12.
BE Switchcraft Pty Ltd
1182 Old Port Road, Royal Park
South Australia 5007
BE Switchcraft switchboards can be found throughout Australia, from Parliament House in Canberra through
to major hospitals, commercial buildings and sporting stadiums across the country. For over 5 decades we
have built a reputation on trust, integrity, innovation and delivering on our commitments. Leading electrical
contractors and engineers choose BE Switchcraft because of our ability to deliver a wide range of products
and services that are renowned for their design, build quality and outstanding long-term support.
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